
PROJECT PLANNING COURSE

This is an introductory course on the key concepts of planning and executing As a Project Management Institute
(PMIÂ®) Registered Education Provider, the.

Every year, thousands of students decide to study with The Open University. Access all course activities Take
course quizzes and access all learning. In this course you will learn planning principles and execution methods
so your projects can be run more effectively and efficiently at work and in daily life. Explain how to execute a
project by monitoring the progress, communicating with stakeholders, and deciding how to correct and
control. Emmanuel Unung. Full copyright details can be found in the Acknowledgements section of each
week. Most FutureLearn courses run multiple times. Describe the four stages of the project-life-cycle and the
role each stage has in the evolution of a project. Review the course When you have finished a course leave a
review and tell others what you think. Virtually every organisation runs projects, either formally or informally.
I see these aspects as the basic skills required to forge an effective and efficient managerial career. Explain
how to develop a project plan by identifying the scope, task dependencies, schedule, critical path, and risks.
Create an account to get more Track your progress Review and track your learning through your OpenLearn
Profile. For further information, take a look at our frequently asked questions which may give you the support
you need. Identify the most appropriate project management methodology given the project objectives, the
degrees of uncertainty, and the constraints. Every run of a course has a set start date but you can join it and
work through it after it starts. Take your learning further Making the decision to study can be a big step, which
is why you'll want a trusted University. Develop the language and mindset for planning and managing projects
by properly setting and prioritizing project goals and objectives. Describe how to initiate a project by defining
the project goal, identifying the priorities, and establishing the organization. Copyright information Creative
commons: The Open University is proud to release this free course under a Creative Commons licence. Take a
look at all Open University courses. This course is for anyone interested in ensuring their projects run
smoothly. By the end of the course, you'll be able to What do people say about this course? However, any
third-party materials featured within it are used with permission and are not ours to give away. Develop an
awareness of some behavioral biases in project settings and identify how these impact the planning and
execution of a project. Identify factors that lead to project success. Statement of participation On completetion
of a course you will earn a Statement of participation. These materials are not subject to the Creative
Commons licence. Not ready for University study then browse over free courses on OpenLearn and sign up to
our newsletter to hear about new free courses as they are released. If you are new to university level study,
find out more about the types of qualifications we offer, including our entry level Access courses and
Certificates.


